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§1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
LET K and G be two H-spaces with multiplications mK : K x K ~ K and m o : G x G ~ G. 
A map f :  K-~ G is called an H-map if f is a homomorphism up to homotopy, i.e. if the 
mapsfmx and ma(f × f )  in the diagram 
KxK m~: ~K 
GxG mG ~G 
are homotopic. For given H-spaces K and G what can one say about the totality of H-maps 
from K into G? 
First of all, the notion of an H-map concerns the homotopy class of the map rather 
than the map itself because any map homotopic to an H-map is also an H-map. Moreover, 
it is the homotopy class of the H-map which induces transformations compatible with the 
invariants of H-spaces uch as the Pontryagin product in homology and the Samelson pro- 
duct in homotopy. Thus we consider the set of homotopy classes of H-maps from K into G. 
Secondly, it is necessary to impose some restrictions on K and G. For ourpart, we consider 
H-spaces of the homotopy type of a finite connected C W-complex (see however Remark (3) 
in §5). Furthermore we always assume that H-spaces are homotopy-associative andhave 
homotopy-inverses. In the language of categories, the H-spaces under discussion are then 
group objects in the category 007- h of spaces and homotopy classes of maps, and homotopy 
classes of H-maps are therefore homomorphisms of groups in 3- h. With the restriction to 
finite complexes our results are valid for many topological groups uch as compact connected 
Lie groups. Since we work in the homotopy category J'h they also apply to these groups 
equipped with a non-standard homotopy-associative multiplication--such are known to 
exist. 
H-maps in the above sense were first considered by Samelson [9] and later studied by 
Sugawara, Stasheff and others. Many results have dealt with existence and properties of 
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specific H-maps rather than with the totality of homotopy classes of H-maps. Before 
stating our results we explain our notation and conventions. 
All spaces are assumed to have basepoints which are respected by maps and homo- 
topies. For spaces Xand Ywe denote by [X, Y] the set ofhomotopy classes of maps X-~ Y, 
and we will not distinguish between a map and its homotopy class. In particular the term 
H-map will refer either to a map or to its homotopy class. If G is an H-space then [X, G] 
is a group; if K is another H-space then the set [K, G]n of H-maps is a subset of the group 
[K, G]. We denote by ([K, G],t) the subgroup of [K, G] generated by [K, G]n. 
An H-map f :  K-~ G is called central if the composition tp(f x 1)~ [K x G, G] is trivial, 
where (p e [G × G, G] is the basic commutator map of G. A central H-map is the precise 
analogue in ~--h of a homomorphism of groups whose image lies in the center of the range. 
The collection [K, G]cn of central H-maps is an abelian subgroup of [K, G] contained in 
([A, G]n>. 
The rank of the homotopy group ~,(X) is denoted by 7.(X). For the notion of the 
rank of a not necessarily ahelian group see [1, Ch. 2]. 
THEOREM B. The rank of the group [K, G]cn of central H-maps equals the rank of the grou p 
([K, G]n) generated by all H-maps, and this rank is E, 7,(K)y,(G). 
Theorem B shows for instance that the set [K, Gin is infinite if and only if v,(K)~,(G) # 0 
for some n. The ranks of the homotopy groups of all known finite-dimensional H-spaces 
have been determined. Thus there are usually infinitely many H-maps (even central H-maps) 
between any two H-spaces. 
For any integer M let M e [G, G] stand for the M-fold multiple of the identity map in 
the group [G, G]. In a topological group this is the class of the power map 9 ~ 9ra. 
THEOREM A. For every G there exists a positive integer N such that kN : G ~ G is an 
H-map for all integers k. 
The proof of Theorem A shows that the integer N can be expressed in terms of in- 
variants of the group [G x G, G]. Note that 2 ~ [G, G]n if and only if G is homotopy- 
abelian. 
An H-map which is a homotopy equivalence is called an H-equivalence. Let ~¢(G) 
[G, G]n be the set of H-equivalences of G into itself. Composition of maps in ~¢(G) 
defines a group structure. In other words, ~¢(G) is the group of automorphisms of the group 
object G in ~d" h. 
THEOREM C. (i) The group ~(G) of H-equivalences i finitely generated. (ii) l f  Vk(G) < 1 
for all k then ~(G) is finite. (iii) I f  Vk(G) > 1 for some k then sg(G) contains a nonabelian free 
group. 
The first part of Theorem C shows that there exists a finite number of H-equivalences 
of G such that any H-equivalence of G is a composition of these. This is not true for the 
monoid [G, G]n (under composition), as is seen from Proposition D below. 
Finally we determine all H-maps between spheres with their standard multiplications, 
including S 7 which is not homotopy-associative. 
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PROPOS~ION D. The map N : Sp + Sp of degree N is an H-map if and only if N(N - 1) = 
0 (m) where m = 1,24,240 according asp = 1, 3,7. If p # q and p, q E { 1, 3, 7}, all H-maps 
Sp + Sq are trivial. 
The paper is organized as follows. In $2 we collect in Lemmas 1 and 2 some general 
facts about the group [X, G]. This, together with the purely group theoretical Lenima 3, 
is used to prove Theorem A. Theorem B is proved in $3 by examining the function which 
assigns to an element of ([K, GIH) its induced homomorphism on the primitive cohomology 
elements with rational coefficients. In $4 we prove Theorem C. For this we need Lemma 5 
which deals with the homomorphisms of homotopy groups induced by maps. The proof 
also involves certain groups of integral matrices. The last section contains the proof of 
Proposition D and some concluding remarks. Remark (2) reIates Theorem C to some 
theorems, announced in [2], on the group of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences. In 
Remark (3) we discuss other hypotheses under which our results hoId. 
$2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We only consider cohomology and homology with coefficients in the rationals Q and 
write H*(X) for H*(X; Q) and H*(X) for H&X; Q). The subspacc of primitive elements 
of H”(G) is denoted by P”(G). Since G has the homotopy type of a finite complex, the Hopf 
algebra H*(G) is the exterior algebra of P*(G) by Samelson’s theorem (see e.g. [7, p. 2581). 
Except in Lemma 3 and $5 all groups are written additively. We shall freely use the pro- 
perties of S-groups (i.e. solvable groups with maximal condition) and groups of finite 
rank collected in Ch. 2 of [l]. A group is called periodic if all its elements are of finite order. 
LEMMA 1. Let X have the homotopy type of ajinite connected CW-complex. 
(i) The group [X, G] is jinitely generated and has the property that all its periodic sub- 
quotients (i.e. quotients of subgroups) arefinite. 
(ii) The rank p([X, G]) of [X, G] equals E,, jl,(X)y,(G) where p,,(X) is the nth Betti number 
of X. 
Proof. For l-connected H-spaces the lemma has been proved in [l, p. 16 and 151. 
When G is just O-connected we let G be the universal covering space of G, and 
d 1, G : K(lr, 1) 
the Leray-Cartan fibration, where K(7c, 1) is an Eilenberg-MacLane space with x = x,(G) 
and i is equivalent o the covering map G -+ G. Recall that c is an H-space and that i and 
p are H-maps. We obtain the exact sequence of groups 
II=, K(n, 111 --, IX, cl 2 LX, Gl h, Kh 01 
where ZX is the reduced suspension of X. Now <7 is the fibre of G --f K(x, l), and 7t operates 
trivially on the integral homology of i: because G is an H-space. Since both G and K(sr, 1) 
have finitely generated integral homology groups in all dimensions, it follows from a well- 
known theorem of Serre that the same holds for G”. Furthermore c can be taken to be a 
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CW-complex of finite dimension. Thus G is a simply-connected finite-dimensional CW- 
complex whose integral homology groups are all finitely generated. This implies that G 
has the homotopy type of a finite C W-complex. Therefore [X, G] is an S-group. Because 
[X, K(rc, l)] is also an S-group, so is [X, G] (see [l, p. 61). Consequently [X, G] is finitely 
generated and all its periodic subquotients are finite. This proves (i). 
Since lJY,X, K(z, l)] is the first cohomology group of ZX with coefficients in 7c, we have 
@X, K(n, l)] = 0, and so i, is a monomorphism. We next show that the cokernel of p* is 
periodic. Now K(n, 1) = T x K where T = S’ x . . . x S1 and K = K(F, 1) for some finite 
abelian group F. It is easy to see that p : G + T x K has a cross-section over T, i.e. if 
p1 : T x K+ T is the projection then there exists c E [T, G] such that plpa = 1, the identity 
map of T. Thus given any v] E [X, K(n, l)] define 0 E [X, G] by 8 = N(app,$, where iV is 
the order of the group I;: Clearly p,(O) = NV, and so the cokernel of p* is periodic. From 
this and the fact that i, is a monomorphism it follows that 
PCX, Cl = PCX, cl + PIIX, W, 111 
= Gl,2b”m”G) + PIvM~> 
= En, AWMG). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let X have the homotopy type of a finite connected C W-complex. 
(i) If f: X-, G is such that f * = 0 : P*(G) -+ H*(X), then f is an element offinite order 
in [X, G]. 
(ii) The commutator subgroup of [X, G] isjinite. 
Proof. Since G is homotopji-associative there is an H-map r : RCG + G such that 
re = 1 where e : G + SEG is the canonical injection (see e.g. [lo, p. 7431). Suppose that 
f * = 0 : P”(G) + H”(X) for all n. Then f* = 0 : H*(G) -+ H*(X) because H*(G) is pri- 
mitively generated. Thus (ef)* =.[*e* = 0 : H*(RCG) --f H*(X). Hence, by [l, p. 151, 
ef is of finite order in [X, SZEG]. But r* : [X, RCG] --t [X, G] is a homomorphism, and 
r.+(ef) = f. Hence f is of finite order in [X, G]. 
For the proof of (ii) note that the commutator map cp : G x G + G induces the homo- 
morphism q* = 0 : P*(G) -+ H*(G x G). Therefore by (i), rp is of finite order in [G x G, G]. 
Consequently the commutator subgroup of [X, G] is periodic and so, by Lemma 1, it is 
finite. 
LEMMA 3. Let I? be a multiplicatively written group and l? its commutator subgroup. 
(i) For any a,, . . . , a, E I7 and integer n > 0, (a, . . . a,)” = yay . . . a: for some y Al?‘. 
(ii) (B. H. Neumann) Zf r isfinitely generated and r’ is$nite, then r/Z isjinite where Z 
is the center of l?. 
(iii) Under the hypotheses of (ii) there exists an integer N > 0 such that (ab) kN = akNb kN 
for any a, b E r and all integers k. 
Proof. (i) If we write (a, b) for the commutator aba -‘b-l then for any positive integer 
n the relation (ub)” = (ab, a)(azb2, a) . . . (a”-lbn-l, a)a”b” holds. The assertion (i) is then 
obtained by induction. 
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(ii) This is exactly Corollary 5.41 of [8]. 
(iii) By (ii) r/Z is finite. Let A4 be th e order of I/Z and M’ the order of I’. Then, with 
N = MM’ and k a positive integer, 
((~b)~~)“’ = (yakMbkM)“’ for some y E I’ by (i) 
= y”‘a”Nbk” 
= akNbkN. 
This establishes the result for k > 0. The result for negative k now follows. 
Proof of Theorem A. Let pi : G x G --f G be the two projections of G x G onto G. 
Clearly N is an H-map if and only if N(p, +p2) = Np, + Np2 in the group [G x G, G] 
By Lemma 1 this group is finitely generated and has a finite commutator subgroup by 
Lemma 2. We apply Lemma 3 to F = [G x G, G] to complete the proof of Theorem A. 
$3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM B 
In order to prove Theorems B and C it is convenient to work with the general notion 
of a central map. An element fe [X, G] is called central if (pcf x 1) = 0 E [X x G, G] where 
q is the basic commutator map of G. The following facts about central maps follow directly 
from the definition. 
(1) Let q, : X x G -+ X and q2 : X x G -+ G be the projections. Then f is central if 
and only if the commutator (,fq,, q2) =fq, + q2 -fq, - q2 vanishes in [X x G, G]. 
(2) Any central mapf: X+ G lies in the center of [X, G]. 
(3) Letf: X+ G be central and g : Y + X an arbitrary map. Thenfg : Y -+ X + G is 
central. 
LEMMA 4. Let K be another H-space satisfying our standing hypotheses. 
(9 Iff E [K, GIH andg E W, GICH thenf + g E [K, GIH. 
(ii) The set [K, G]cH is a subgroup in the center of [K, G]. 
(iii) Mm [K, G], E [K, G],, for some positive integer M. 
Proof. Let pi : K x K+ K be the two projections. Note that f: K-t G is an H-map 
if and only if f(p, + pz) = fpI +fpz E [K x K, G]. 
(i) Let f e [K, GIH and g E [K, G],,. Then 
(f+ s)(pl + ~2) =f(pl + ~2) + g(pl + ~2) holds Allis 
=_fp1 +fp2 + SPl + SPZ 
=fpl + gpl +fp2 + gp2 by (2) and (3) above 
= (f + S)PI + (f + S)P2, 
i.e. .f+ g E [K, GIH. 
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(ii) 1f.L 9 E K GICH thenf+ g E K GIH by (9. Now (cf+ gh, qd = C.hl + ml, q2) 
= 0 by (2) and (3). Thus f+ g E [K, G],,. We show that -f = (- 1)f E [K, G],, if f E 
[K> Glc,: 
(-w-h + PJ =(-w-P, +fPz) 
= -_fPz -fP1 
= -fpl -fpz because of (2) and (3). 
Thus -f E [K, G],,. Finally [K, G],, lies in the center of [K, G] by (2). 
(iii) By Lemmas 1 and 2 the group [K x G, G] is finitely generated and has a finite 
commutator subgroup. Lemma 3 (ii) shows that the factor group of [K x G, G] modulo 
its center 2 is of finite order N1 . By Theorem A there exists an N, > 0 such that kN, : G -+ G 
is an H-map for all k. Now let f e [K, G], and M = N1 N2. Then (( Mf)q, , q2) = 0 because 
N,fq, ~2. Therefore Mf=Mf is central and, by definition of N,, an H-map. Thus 
M* [K, Gl, E [K, Gl,,. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let Z : [K, G] --t HomQ(P*(G), H*(K)) = E,Hom,-JP”(G), H”(K)) 
be the homomorphism defined by assigning to a map its induced cohomology homomor- 
phism restricted to the primitive elements. Let Z1 : ([K, GIH) + HomQ(P*(G), P*(K)) be 
obtained from the restriction of Z to ([K, GIH). We have a diagram 
I 





0 --+ Ker I, -+ ([K, G]& - HomQ(P*(G), P*(K)) 
in which the vertical arrows stand for the inclusions. 
We first show that the cokernel of Z is periodic: 
p(Im I) = p[K, G] because Ker Z is periodic by Lemma 2. 
= @,(K)y,(G) by Lemma 1. 
Since H*(G) is the exterior algebra on P*(G) we have that P”(G) M g(G), where Q”(G) 
denotes the space of indecomposable elements in H”(G). But g(G) is isomorphic to P,(G), 
the space of primitive elements in H,(G). By a theorem of Cartan-Serre (see e.g. [7, p. 2631) 
P,(G) = n,(G) 0 Q, and so dim P”(G) = y,(G). Therefore 
p(Im Z) = dim HomdP*(G), H*(K)). 
Now a direct argument for the subspace of Horn&P*(G), H*(K)) generated by the subgroup 
Im Z shows that the cokernel of Z is periodic. 
Next we show that the cokernel of Z1 is periodic. If h E Hom,JP*(G), P*(K)) then 
N,h = Z(J) for some f E [K, G] and some No > 0 by the preceding paragraph. Clearly 
fmK and m,Jf xf) in [K x K, G] induce the same (rational) cohomology homomorphism 
on P*(G). Therefore, by Lemma 2, their difference -fm, + m,(f x f) is an element t E 
[K x K, G] of finite order. Now let N1 be the order of t, N2 the order of the commutator 
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subgroup [K x K, G]’ of [K x K, G], N3 the order of [K x K, G] modulo its center (see 
Lemma 3), and N4 an integer such that kN, . * G--t G is an H-map for all k (Theorem A). 
Write M = NIN2N3N4. Then, by Lemma 3, we have 
M(fmg + t) = y + MfmK + Mt for some y E [K x K, G]’ 
= y + MfmR since Mt = 0, 
and therefore 
MOW% + 0) = WY + Kfh) 
= My + M’fm, because N3 divides M 
= M2fm, because My = 0. 
Thus with N = M2 we obtain 
Njmk = Nmc(f x f). 
On the other hand N is an H-map. Hence 
Nma(f x S) = mc(N x N)(f x f) 
= mc(Nf x Nf). 
Therefore Nf is an H-map, and II = (NN,)h. This proves that the cokernel of 2, is 
periodic. 
Since Ker II E Ker Z and the latter is periodic, so is Ker Zr. Thus the kernel and the 
cokernel of Zr : ([K, GJH) + HomQ(P*(G), P*(K)) are periodic. From this it follows that 
p( [K, GIH) = dim HomQ(P*(G), P*(K)) 
= %(G)L(K). 
This proves the assertion on p ([K, G],). 
To complete the proof of Theorem B it clearly suffices to show that ([K, G],)/[K, GICH 
is periodic. Let M be an integer such that M[K, GIH E [K, GICH (Lemma 4), and let M’ 
be the order of commutator subgroup [K, Cl’. For any a E ([K, GIH) it follows from Lemma 
3 that Mu = y + b for some b E [K, GICH and y E [K, G]‘. Then M’Ma = M’y + M’b = 
M’b E [K, Gl,, i.e. WC Gl,)IW, GICH is periodic. The proof of Theorem B is complete. 
$4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM C 
The homomorphism .Z : [G, G] + CnsM Hom(z,(G), q(G)) which assigns to a map its 




LEMMA 5. For sufficiently large M the kernel of J1 and the cokernel of J, are finite. 
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Proof. Choose M to be greater than or equal to the dimension of the highest dimen- 
sional primitive generator of H*(G). 
First we show that every h E ([G, GIH) induces an algebra map h, : H,(G) + H,(G). 
Iffe [G, GIH thenf* : H,(G) -+ H,(G) is a map of algebras By Proposition 8.7 of [7] the 
same holds for (-f)* = (- l)*f* since H,(G) is a commutative algebra In addition let 
g E ]G> GIH Then cf + g)* is the composition 
Ah _f* OS* mG* 
H,(G) - H,(G) 0 H,(G) - H,(G) 0 H,(G) - H,(G) 
where A : G + G x G is the diagonal map and mG the multiplication of G. A routine check 
shown that m&f* 0 g*)A* is again an algebra map But every element h E ([G, GIH) is 
a sum of elements of the typef or -g withf, g E [G, GIH, and so it follows that h, : H,(G) 
+ H,(G) is an algebra map. 
Now let h E ([G, GIH) be in the kernel of J1 Then, restricting h, to the homology 
primitives P,(G), we obtain h, = 0 : P,(G) + P*(G) by the theorem of Cartan-Serre (see 
proof of Theorem B) But the algebra H,(G) is an exterior algebra on P,(G) and the algebra 
map h, : H,(G) + H,(G) is trivial on the primitives. Thus h, = 0 : H,(G) + H,(G) and 
so h* = 0 : H*(G) + H*(G). By Lemma 2, h is of finite order. Hence the kernel of J, is 
periodic and therefore finite (Lemma 1). 
To prove our assertion on the cokernel of J, we first show that the cokernel of J1 is 
periodic. Now 
p(Im Jr) = p([G, GIH) since ker J1 is finite 
= ngM~(G)~n(G) by Theorem B 
Hence the cokernel of J1 is periodic. To show that the cokernel of J, is finite we note that 
Jz : IG Clca + &M Honz(n,, n,) is the composition of the inclusion [G, G]cH c ([G, GIH) 
with J1, and that <[G, GIH)/[G, GICH is periodic (see the proof of Theorem B). Since the 
cokernel of J1 is periodic it follows that the cokernel of J, is periodic and therefore finite. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
Proof of Theorem C. (a) We first prove (ii). Let M be greater or equal to the 
dimension of G and denote by 
J’ : d(G) -.,c, Aut z,,(G) 
the homomorphism induced by J. Clearly Ker J’c J;’ (J1(l)), and the latter set is finite 
by Lemma 5. Hence d(G) is finite if and only if the same holds for Im J’. Now if 
yj(G)sl for allj then Z Aut rc,(G), and therefore also Im J’, is finite. This proves (ii). 
(b) For the proof of the other assertions of the theorem we need the following facts 
about automorphisms of a finitely generated abelian group. 
For positive integers s and N let F(s, N) denote the kernel of the canonical homo- 
morphism SL(s, Z) + SL(s, Z,). Explicitly, F(s, JV) is the set of all integer (s x $)-matrices 
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with determinant + 1 which are of the form (6,, + Na,,), where 6,, is the Kronecker delta 
and the uk, are integers. For s’ < s we consider I(/, N) as a subgroup of T(s, N) in the 
obvious way. Thus I(2, N) c IQ, N) ifs 2 2. Clearly IQ, NN’) E IQ, N). Hence for any 
s, N 2 2 the group IQ, N) contains a subgroup of lY(2, p), viz. I(2, N), for some prime p 
which divides N. It is an immediate consequence of the results of [3] that I(2,p) is free 
nonabelian if p # 2 and the direct product of Z, with a free nonabelian group if p = 2. 
Since every subgroup of a free group is itself free we conclude that 
(1) IQ, N) contains a nonabelian free group if s, N 2 2. 
Let n = F + T be a finitely generated abelian group with F free abelian on s generators and 
T finite. We choose a basis for F and then consider G&r, Z) as a subgroup of the group 
Aut rc of automorphisms of rc. In the sequence Aut x 2 GL(s, Z) 2 SL(s, Z) z T(s, IV) 
each subgroup is of finite index in the preceding one (the latter because S&r, Z)T(s, N) is a 
finite group). Thus for any N 2 2, T(s, N) is of finite index in Aut X, 
(2) [Aut 7r : rq, iv)] < co. 
Finally we note that 
(3) Aut n is finitely generated. 
This follows from the fact that the kernel of the natural epimorphism Aut n -+ Aut F = 
GL(s, Z) is finite and that GL(s, Z) is known to be finitely generated. 
(c) Consider the diagram preceding Lemma 5 with M greater than or equal to the 
dimension of G and denote by Jcf)j the map nj(G) + rcj(G) induced byfo [G, G]. Let N be 
the order of the cokernel of J2 (Lemma 5) and let nni(G), i = 1, . . . , r be those homotopy 
groups of G in dimensions 5 M which are of rank yni > 1. By choosing a basis for the free 
part of rc,,(G) we can regard both IQni, N) and the ring of integral (y,,, x Q-matrices as 
contained in iY~rn(n,~(G), n, (G)). We now show that for each Ai ~lY(y,,~, N), i = 1, . . . , r, 
there exists a g E [G, GIH such that 
J(g)j = Ai ifj = ni 
= identity automorphism of nj(G) if j # ni and j 5 M. 
Write Ai in r(y,,, iV) as (6,, + Nukl). By our:choice of N there exists anfi E [G, G]cn such 
that 
J(fi)j = (NUrJ if j = Iti 
= 0 ifj#ni,jsM. 
If 1 is the identity map of G, then by Lemma 4, 1 +fr + . . . +f, E [G, G] is an H-map, and 
J(1 +f1 + . . . +fr)j = A, ifj = ni, where i = 1, . . . , r 
= identity automorphism of rcj(G) if j # ni and j s M. 
Thus g = 1 +fi + 1.. +f, is the desired H-map. Since M 2 dim G, an element h E [G, G] 
is a homotopy equivalence if J(h) EE:,sMAut n,(G) E Z,,~&Z~~(X,(G), X,(G)) by a well 
known theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead. In particular- I&, N) c Aut n,,(G) and so 
g = 1 +fr + . . . +f, constructed above is an H-equivalence, i.e. an element of&(G). Let 
J’: d(G) --, &Aut x,(G) 
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denote the homomorphism induced by J and let l-(0, N) and r(l, N) denote the trivial 
group (1). Then clearly 
Im J’ E c Aut rc,(G) and c T(y,, N) E c Aut n,(G) 
IlSM nSM flJM 
and we have just shown that 
(d) We now prove assertion (iii) of Theorem C. If y,(G) > 1 for some II then 
r(Y,, N) E C r(Y,, N) E Im J’ 
IISM 
by (c). But there exists a free nonabelian subgroup CD of T(y,, N) (see (1) of (b)), and so 
J’-‘(Q) is a free nonabelian subgroup of&(G). This proves (iii). 
(e) We prove (i) by showing that both Ker J’ and Im J’ are finitely generated. 
Clearly Ker J’ -c J;‘(J,(l)), and the latter set is finite by Lemma 5. 
Now we show Im J’ finitely generated. If y,(G) 5 1 then Aut Z,(G) is finite. This fact, 
together with (2) of part (b), shows that [Aut rcJG) : T(y,, N)] c co for all n g M and so 
[“FMAut G,(G): n$MW.~ W] < 00. 
Since Im J’ ZJ &.,I&, N) we have 
c Aut Z,(G): Im J’ < 00. 
ns.M 1 
But En<,, Aut x,(G) is finitely generated (see (3) of (b)) and every subgroup of finite index 
of a finitely generated group is itself finitely generated. Therefore Im J’ is finitely generated, 
and the proof of Theorem C is complete. 
$5. THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION D AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Proof ofProposition D. (a) [S’, S’], = [S’, S1] because the identity map is an H-map, 
and the sum of H-maps into an abelian H-space is again an H-map (see Lemma 4 (i)). 
(b) To determine [S3, S3],{ we consider the group r = [S3 x S3, S3] written multi- 
plicatively. The normalized Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of S3 x S3 equals 2, and so 
all 3-fold commutators in r are trivial [ 111. But in such a group the relation 
(qb)N = (b, q)N(N-1)12aNbN 
holds for any Q, b EF (see e.g. 112, p. 811). Thus if pl,p2 Er are the two projections, 
N E [S”, S3]H~(pIp2)N = pyp$ in r 
-5(PI, pZ)N(N-1)‘2 = 1. 
Now we show that the commutator (pl, p2) is of order 12. The projection q : S3 x S3 --) 
S3 % S3 = S6 onto the smashed product gives rise to a monomorphismq* : x6(S3) 3 r. But 
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n,(S3) = Z,, is generated by the Samelson product (i3, i3) of the identity map i, en,(S3) 
(see p. 176 of [6]), and by definition q*(i,, i3) = (pl,pz). This shows that (pl,pz) is of 
order 12, and hence 
N E [S3, S31H = N(N - 1) _= 0(24). 
(c) Some caution is necessary in discussing [S7, S7], since S7 is not homotopy- 
associative and so [X, S7] is not necessarily’ a group. However, it follows from a result of 
Hilton [5] that [S7 x S7, S7] is a group in which all 3-fold commutators vanish. Further- 
more it is known that the Samelson product (i,, i,) of the identity map i, E n,(S7) generates 
x,~(S~) = ZIzO (see [6]). With these remarks the argument of (b) carries over to S7, and 
one sees that 
N E [S7, S7],oN(N - 1) z O(240). 
(d) The only remaining non-trivial case to consider is [S7, S3],1. Recall that z7(S3) 
= Z2 with generator a = &)v, where q : S3 -+ S2 and v : S7 -+ S4 are the Hopf maps and 
C stands for suspension. By a result of Stasheff [lo, p. 7431, a is an H-map if and only if 
Xct : S8 + S4 can be extended to a map from the Cayley projective plane to the quaternionic 
projective plane QP(2). Thus a is an H-map if and only if the composition 
d Cv X21 j 
s15 - s 8 5 -s-s 4 - Qf'O> 
is trivial, where c is the Hopf map and j the inclusion. It has been shown by M. Barratt 
(unpublished?) that j(C2~)(Ev)a # 0. Therefore [S’, S3], = 0, and the proof of Proposition 
D is complete. 
It is possible to prove (b) by using the result of Stasheff mentioned in (d) together with 
a formula of Hilton [4, p. 1681 for NV. However this method will not work for [S7, S7],{ since 
Stasheff’s result requires the second argument to be homotopy-associative. 
Concluding remarks 
(1) Some of our assertions, notably Theorem B and (ii), (iii) of C show that certain 
properties of H-maps are independent of the choice of a homotopy-associative multiplica- 
tion. For example whether or not the set [K, GIH is finite depends only on the spaces K 
and G (indeed, only on the rank of their homotopy groups) and not on their H-space struc- 
ture. A similar remarks applies to&(G). 
(2) Theorem C gives some i,nformation on the group E(G) of homotopy classes of 
homotopy equivalences G--t G because d(G) is a subgroup of E(G). For instance E(G) 
contains a non-abelian free subgroup if yP(G) > 1 for some k by Theorem C. Also one can 
use the methods of the proof of Theorem C to show that E(G) is finitely generated. 
t Communicated to us by M. Mahowald. 
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(3) Our standing hypothesis was that the H-spaces are of the homotopy type ofjinite 
CW-complexes. This was to ensure that 
(i) [X, G] is an S-group for certain X; 
(ii) H*(G) is the symmetric algebra (in the finite-dimensional case: the exterior algebra) 
on P*(G). 
All our arguments depend on (i) and (ii). Now let G be a homotopy-associative 
H-space of the homotopy type of a CW-complex with finitely generated homology and 
homotopy groups in each dimension. If we assume that G has only finitely many non- 
trivial homotopy groups then (i) holds [l, p. 161. If in addition the Pontryagin algebra 
H,(G) is commutative (or equivalently, if the commutator map of G is of finite order), 
then (ii) is satisfied. Therefore all the results of the present paper are valid for such a G. 
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